
Unsavory characters. Unrelenting natural disasters.
Unexplained explosions. Are these the elements 
of the latest action flick? Or the newest best-selling
adventure novel?

No. They’re just some of the risks technology and life
science businesses may encounter when shipping
goods. No matter what type of transportation you 
use, shipments are exposed to a number of dangers
including theft, damage or loss.

The threat of theft is perhaps the most significant.
According to a 2001 National Cargo Security Council
report, $50 billion worth of goods worldwide is lost to
cargo crime each year. About $5 billion of that includes
goods stolen from U.S. technology manufacturers. And
the majority of the theft takes place at terminals, trans-
fer facilities and cargo consolidation areas.

Besides theft, technology business owners also have 
to guard their shipments against physical damage. 
Technology goods need to be packed properly to pro-
tect them from rough handling, such as being dropped
from forklifts or loading docks, as well as moisture 
damage incurred while being transported on ships.

Another exposure that business owners typically 
overlook is the possibility that a shipment simply gets
misplaced — at a loading dock. When this happens, it
may take weeks to find it, re-route it and deliver it to
its actual destination.

Regardless of what specific goods you ship, loss or
damage to them while in transit costs you money, dis-
rupts operations and can ultimately result in unhappy
customers. 

If companies recognize that things can (and often do)
happen to goods in transit, they can take measures to
protect their shipments. 

Always keep accurate and detailed documentation of
what you ship. This way there won’t be discrepancies
about the condition or the number of items you shipped.
That means a faster resolution if there’s a claim.

Many carriers may provide only basic protection or 
limited value per pound. Declare a value of your goods
so if goods are damaged, the carrier should pay a high-
er amount than if you elected not to declare a value. 
Of course, this means you’ll spend a little more to ship,
but this will serve as a signal to the carrier to use extra
care when handling your shipment. Once the items are
delivered, completely inspect them. Don’t sign a carrier
release until you’ve verified that all pieces were deliv-
ered and are in good condition. If you see any damage,
note it on the shipping documents.
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CARGO CHECKLIST
Here are suggested steps you can take in three general areas to protect your goods in transit.

Step 1: Choose Your Transportation Carrier Carefully

• Only use reputable shippers, drivers and warehouses that are experienced at handling valuable cargo. 

• Pick a carrier that uses driving teams, which may minimize time your goods will be left unattended.

• Make sure the carrier has adequate security programs and systems in place to protect your goods.

• Confirm that they’ve done background checks on all their employees.

• Approve any subcontractors who will also handle your goods for any portion of the trip.

• Look for carriers with GPS/satellite tracking if you ship higher-valued commodities.

Step 2: Adopt Sound Shipping Practices

• Keep a manifest of what you ship. 

• Vary shipping schedules, so thieves can’t expect a shipment.

• Don’t share shipment information with everyone. And limit what you say about it in shipping documents.

• Use sealed, generic cartons so tampering can be evident — and items can’t be seen.

• Cushion easily damaged goods by using Styrofoam® boxes or peanuts.  

• Shrink wrap cartons to protect against water damage.

• Avoid sending cargo over weekends to minimize the amount of time it sits (unattended) in terminals.

• Choose direct routes to reduce the number of stops between warehouse and destination.

• Set limits on the value of your shipments…to lessen a loss if it does occur.

Step 3: Communicate with Everyone 

• Use cell phones to keep in touch with drivers. Consider satellite tracking systems to keep track 
of shipments.

• Train employees on potential risks to your shipments. Provide specific training for staff on 
cargo security.

• Report any loss or damage to law enforcement authorities and your insurer.

For more tips on how to best protect your property 
when it’s in transit, review the checklist below.
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Weigh Benefits of Different Transportation Methods
What is the “safest,” most efficient way to get your
goods to their destination? 

There’s no answer that’s right for every company and
every shipment. Depending on what you ship — and
how far you’re shipping it — one method may offer 
certain advantages over another. 

But each method also comes with specific risks you
should consider. Since your cargo is often out of your
control for a period of time no matter which method
you use, it’s best to evaluate transportation carefully
and focus on minimizing as many risks as possible. 
The chart below lists key modes of transportation —
and key factors to consider.
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International freight; 
large bulky items that
do not need speedy
delivery  

Type of Transportation Factors to Consider Cargo

Motor Freight •  May be least expensive method. Durable, low-value goods

•  Exposed to rough handling, vibration and crime; 
most vulnerable to crime while waiting to be 
loaded onto the truck or sitting in warehouses.

•  Consider specialized carriers, with satellite 
tracking for highly valued goods, like computers.

•  Common carriers are only liable for values 
declared in your bill of lading if a loss occurs. 

•  Contract carriers transport goods only for 
customers with an ongoing contract; the 
contract dictates their liability for losses.

Air Freight •  Not handled as many times as motor freight. Valuable, fragile or

•  May not always go by plane for the entire time-sensitive goods

route, so packing must be secure. 

•  Has high fluctuation of air pressure.

•  Most expensive, but typically takes the 
least amount of time. 

Ocean •  Ocean freight involves “perils of the sea.” 

•  Weight allowances for cargo are substantially 
more than air transport.  

•  May be economical, but you may also have 
to pay for transport from dock to destination.

•  Be prepared for delays, which can be as long 
as four weeks.

•  Risk of moisture damage. 
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Look for C_TPAT Carriers to Increase Security
Increased customs regulations. More stringent inspec-
tions. Added security measures. This is the reality of
shipping your goods in a post-9/11 world.

Enter C_TPAT, the Customer-Trade Partnership Against
Terrorism. C_TPAT encourages businesses and govern-
ments to work together to enhance security procedures.
C_TPAT-compliant companies are committed to moni-
toring their own activities and adhering to programs
led by the U.S. Bureau of Customs and Border Protection.

So what does this mean for your company? When 
shipping goods internationally, look for a carrier that is
C_TPAT-compliant. These carriers may experience 
fewer delays at U.S. Customs compared to others who
do not comply. As a result, your products may keep 
moving — and be less susceptible to theft or other losses. 

Insure Your Cargo from Origin to Destination
How do you best protect your technology products,
whether you’re importing servers from Malaysia or
exporting computers to China?

One way is to make sure you have insurance that protects
your goods from point of origin to point of destination.

For instance, if you regularly use trucks provided by a
common carrier, shipper’s interest coverage protects
you if your goods don’t arrive in the same condition or
as specified in your bill of lading. It’s good protection
because you never know what happens to your goods
once they’re driven out of sight.

For companies that regularly ship goods internationally
by air or sea, an open ocean cargo policy is a must-have.
It offers protection from perils of the sea as well as
other exposures to which goods in transit are typically
exposed. Like a home equity line of credit, business
owners pay a premium for how much or how little they
use every month.

Ocean cargo insurance has historically addressed risks
of loss that are also of particular concern today. 

• War coverage insures against damage or loss to your
cargo caused by a variety of hostile acts instigated
by a sovereign power. 

• Strikes, riots and civil commotion coverage may 
protect against losses that are directly caused by 
terrorists or anyone acting with political motives.

• Customs damage and detainment coverage pays for
direct physical damage to  your goods caused by
customs officials while performing their inspections.

For more information about The Hartford’s full range of
marine insurance, go to: www.thehartford.com/marine. 

For More Information
For more information on how to manage risks for your
business, contact your local Hartford agent, or visit
www.thehartford.com.

Best Practices for Your Business

About The Hartford’s Technology Practice Group
For more than 25 years, The Hartford has insured 
technology and life science businesses of all sizes. Our
products are flexible enough to grow with a business –
from a startup or sole proprietorship to a large, publicly
traded company. We also offer services that can 
help businesses lower their losses, like our series of
Technology Best Practices.

The information provided in these materials is intended to be general
and advisory in nature. It shall not be considered legal advice.
The Hartford does not warrant that the implementation of any view 
or recommendation contained herein will: (i) result in the elimination 
of any unsafe conditions at your business locations or with respect to
your business operations; or (ii) will be an appropriate legal or business
practice. The Hartford assumes no responsibility for the control or 
correction of hazards or legal compliance with respect to your practices,
and the views and recommendations contained herein shall not consti-
tute or undertaking, on your behalf or for the benefits of others, to
determine or warrant that your business premises, locations or operations
are safe or healthful, or are in compliance with any law, rule or regula-
tion. Readers seeking to resolve specific safety, legal or business issues
or concerns related to the information provided in these materials
should consult their safety consultant, attorney or business advisors.
All information and representations herein are as of January 2010.
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